
Index

1/n portfolios, 368

admissibility, 171
allocation

coherent definition of, 375
almost-impossible combinations of events, 155
ambiguity aversion, 32, 39, 47, 354, 358, 364, 368,

458, 460
axiomatization of, 360
coefficient of, 365
Ellsberg paradox, 358
links with stability of optimal weights, 360

Anderson–Darling distance, 279
Arbitrage Pricing Theory, 318
arc, 109
arcs, number of

link with causality of Bayesian net, 122
arithmetic return

definition and notation, 23
arrow, 109

direction of, 109
asset allocation

as a process, 10
pre-Markowitz, 6

associative description
contrasted with causal description, 19

aversion aversion
coefficient of, 459

basis function, 386
basis functions, 304, 376
Bayesian approach

for optimal portfolio allocation, 360, 362
to deal with instability, 455
to dealing with instability, 455
with multiple priors, 359

Bayesian nets, 5, 7, 11, 105
ability to extrapolate, 18
advance topics in building

efficient computation, 195
elicitation, 165

and causal interpretation, 38
applied tools for, 147
as carriers of causal depenence, 13

as DAGs, 117
as factorization tools, 13
as graphical representations of dependence, 108
best ordering, 118
building of in practice, 145
causal, 117, 118, 136

definition of, 122
direct construction of given causal knowledge,

122
causal interpretation of, 116, 150

adavantages of, 109
example of terrorist attack, 151

different types of connection of nodes in, 122
effect of consitional independence on, 114
for asset allocation

recommended approach to, 453
introduction of, 105
joining, 201
modularity of adjustments, 16
Monte Carlo for, 197
realistic building of, 203
results of application of

in mean-variance framework, 55
robustness, 13, 16
stability, 13, 17
temporal or causal interpretation of, 105
to explain changes, 16

Bayesian uncertainty
in portfolio optimization, 360

informative prior, 362
likelihood function, 362
posterior distribution, 363
prior, 362
uninformative prior, 362

beta, in CAPM, 319, 419
Black–Litterman approach, 6, 67, 74, 434, 459

as regularization device, 435
similarity with our approach, 8, 10
to deal with instability, 455

Black–Litterman’s model
Bayesian description of, 466

likelihood function in, 466
posterior in, 470
prior in, 468

485
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Black–Litterman approach (cont.)
Bayesian reinterpretation of, 84, 85

likelihood function in, 86
prior in, 86

description of, 83
links with our approach, 465
regularization of instabilities with, 465
revisited in the light of Doust’s approach, 88
views as priors in, 84

body of the distribution of returns
identification of, 241, 243, 248

body of the joint distribution fitting to, 414
Boolean variables, 106, 109, 116, 135 128, 177

truth table for, 106
bootstrap, 280
bounded rationality, 368
burglar alarm, 118

canonical probabilities
definition of, 168

CAPM, 11, 274, 275, 316, 416, 447, 461
alternatives to, 318
and Black–Litterman’s approach, 85
and Doust’s approach, 79
derivation, 63
Levy and Roll approach to, 317
links with Modern Portfolio Theory, 64
reverse engineering, 66
stochastic discount factor, 69, 331
use of for consistency checks, 319
use of in relative sense, 318

causal description
contrasted with associative description, 19
implications for hedging, 22

causal independence, 176
amechanistic, 188
decomposable, 188
extensions, 187
implicit assumptions for, 180
temporal, 188
worked-out example, 184

causal inference
contrasted with statistical methods, 14

causality, 105, 108, 112, 122
contrasted with influencing, 112

causation, 37, 118
deterministic, 112

cause
independent, 177, 180

central limit theorem
links with distribution of maxima, 48

chain, 123
Chebishev theorem , 311
Choleski decomposition, 378
cognitive barrier, 108

in assigning joint probabilities, 108
collider, 123
concise set, 128
conditional expected shortfall, 369

mean, 370
conditional independence, 113

links with d-separation, 127
worked example of use of, 114

conditional independence theorem, 127
extended, 127

conditional probabilities
and lack of causal implication, 112
brute-force estimation of from joint probabilities,

108
master, 170, 171, 173, 174
non-standard, 170–174
obtained in the case of causal independence, 181

conditional probability
computation of, 107
in the case of causal independence

derivation of, 191
conditional probability table, 109, 111, 157, 177

construction of, 151, 208
suggestions for filling in, 158

connection
conerging, 123, 124
diverging, 123, 124
serial, 123

constraints, 9, 377
as Lagrange multipliers in mean-variance

optimization, 352
exogenous in mean-variance optimization, 351
positivity, 394

in CAPM, 71
consumption

as target of utility maximization, 344
copula, 278

choice of and fitting to, 278
distance measures

Anderson–Darling, 280
average Anderson–Darling, 280
average Kolmogorov–Smirnov, 280
Kolmogorov–Smirnov, 280

empirical, 279
Gaussian, 248, 278, 279
Gaussian algorithm for, 281
goodness-of-fit tests, 279

in the Gaussian case, 279
methods for choice, 278

canonical maximum likelihood, 279
exact maximum likelihood, 278
inference from marginals, 279

correlation
after culling, 409
before culling, 407
contrasted with causation, 13
stability of, 244

correlations
stability in normal conditions, 7

crises, similarity of, 32
cross-entropy

for Monte Carlo, 201
in Meucci’s approach, 95

cyclical graph, 112

d-separating path, 124
d-separating variables, 124
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d-separation, 115, 118, 122, 123
definition of, 122
links with conditional independence, 127
worked example of, 125

directed acyclical graph (DAG), 109, 112f, 113, 117,
118

link to joint distribution, 117
recursive construction of, 117

discount factor
stochastic, 329
subjective, 329

distance
Anderson–Darling

sensitvity to tails, 280
between copulae, 280, 282

Anderson–Darling, 280, 284
average Anderson–Darling, 280
average Kolmogorov–Smirnov, 280
Kolmogorov–Smirnov, 280

Kolmogorov–Smirnov
sensitivity to bulk deviations, 280

distribution
compacted, 301, 304, 376, 386

normal-times, 301
joint

normal times, 278, 287
normal times – Gaussian, 278

reduced, 375
spliced, 416, 439

first two moments of, 385
diversification, 6, 22

in modern portfolio theory, 53
Doust approach, 74, 87, 317, 352

allocation constraints in the, 77
and the Black–Litterman model, 79, 84
description of, 76

econophyscis, 39
econophysics, 11, 40

and phase transitions, 42
and power laws, 41
and statistical mechanics, 43
definition, 40
scope and methods, 40
topics of interest, 41

efficient frontier, 428
elicitation problem

and causal independence, 176
Maximum-Entropy approach for, 166

with canonical probabilities, 168
with non-canonical probabilities, 169

nature of, 165
Ellsberg paradox, 358, 359

as an example of ambiguity aversion, 359
emergence, 43
entropy pooling

description of, 95
extension of, 98
step-by-step construction, 95

epistemic relationshpis
constrasted with onotological, 17

Epstein–Zinn utility, 343, 356
event, 136

root, 136, 138
definition of, 137

event correlation, 160
evaluation of, 161
interpretation of, 163

evidence, hard and soft, 126
excitation of market conditions

estimates in, 249
expected loss

conditional, 369
maximum acceptable, 369

expected returns
estimation of, 274
in CAPM, 319
comparison of subjective and market implied,

322
worked example, 324

expected utility
as a function of portfolio weights, 299
maximization of, 298

extreme events, 31
Extreme Value Theory, 11, 39, 40

applications to finance and risk management, 49
description of, 48
estimation methods, 49
Fisher–Tippet theorem, 49
Frechet, Gumbel and Weibull distributions, 49
generalized extreme value distribution, 49
maximum domain of attraction, 49
requirements for validity, 49
traditional applications of, 49

Faustian pact, 19
feedback loops, 112
Fisher–Tippet theorem, 49
fork, 123, 124

inverted, 123, 124
functional causal models, 180

g-matrix, 113
for directed, 113
for undirected, 113

GARCH, 248
Gaussian approximation, 420

quality of, 425
Gaussian copula, 279
Gaussian distribution

as approximation of spliced distribution, 385
Gnedenko theorem, 49
Granger causation, 14
graph, 109

cyclical, 112
gross arithmetic return

definition and notation, 23

Heraclitus, 17
Hessian, 391

bordered, 393
hypersphere, 380
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impatience, 329
market’s, 331

independence, 113
inference

diagnostic, 107
predictive, 107

influencing
contrasted with causing, 112

information theory, 167
inhibitor, 177

probability of
origin of, 183

instability
of Markowitz-like solutions to uncertain expected

returns, 434
of Markowitz-solution, 71
of optimal allocation, origin of, 448
of optimal weights, links with quasi-linearity of

calibrated utility functions, 357
instability of weights

Michaud approach and transaction costs, 75
origin of, 73

and transaction costs, 72
proposed solutions to

and transaction costs, 74
quasi-linearity of utility functions as cause of, 74
with Markowitz approach

and transaction costs, 71
invertibility

non-unique, with uncertain equivalence, 173
unique, 171

with uncertain equivalence, 173

Jacobian, 394
Johnson distribution, 311, 312

parameters of interpretation of, 313
joint distribution

reduced, 296
spliced, 299

excited events, 300
joint event, 107
joint probabilities, 107

analysis of, in realistic case, 229
as product of conditional probabilities, 111
from chain-decomposition rule, 116
ordering of variables, 116

joint probability, table, 107
reduction of, 295

Jonhnson distribution, 433

Knightian uncertainty, 31, 459
Kolmogorov–Smirnov distance, 279, 272
Kullback–Leibler distance, see cross-entropy, 95
kurtosis of portfolio returns

importance of, 425

Lagrangian, 392
leaf, 109, 296, 377, 386

associated with market risk factor, 386
risk factors associated with, 386

leak causes, 187

leave, 139
Lehman, 406
LTCM (Long-Term Capital Management), 406

Mahalanobis distance, 79, 88, 251, 255
in Doust’s approach, 77
problems with, 254

marginal probability, 109, 122
marginal utility of wealth

links with risk aversion, 345
market portfolio, 66, 71

role in CAPM, 65
market risk factors, 377

changes in
association with leaves, 386
distribution of, 249, 295, 375, 376, 379
first moment of distribution of, 376, 387
second moment of distribution of, 387, 388

definition and notation, 25
Marko and Micha, parable of, 462
Markov parent, 116, 117
Markowitz approach, 6, 10, 352

robustness of, 71
Markowitz optimal portfolio

contrasted with the case of Bayesian uncertainty,
363

Markowitz portfolio
out-of-sample performance for nine different

estimators of covariance, 281
Master Equation, 98, 111, 113, 116–118, 128, 129,

131, 140, 168, 169, 195, 206, 209
Maximum Entropy, 115, 133, 148, 166

caveats against overuse, 168
distribution

when expectation and variance are known, 191
when expectation is known, 189
when range is known, 188

for elicitation problem, 166
for optimization over k, 381

results, 430
justification for using, 167
to determine normalization factor, 308
to fill in conditional probability table in realistic

case, 233
Maxwell’s equations, 145
mean-variance, 450, 452

contrasted with expected utility maximization, 350
modification of in the case of ambiguity aversion,

364
uncertainty in estimation of parameters, 359
with exogenous constraints, 351

mean-variance approximation
quality of, 425

mean-variance optimization, 9, 10, 377
Meucci’s approach

description of, 92
entropy pooling in, 95
links with Black–Litterman’s model, 95

step-by-step construction, 95
links with Black–Litterman’s model and Bayesan

nets, 97
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scenario weights in, 93
conditional on macroeconomic variables, 94
equal, 93
exponential, 93

Michaud approach, 6, 75
construction of, 75
inconsistency with utility maximization, 75
out-of-sample performance, 76
performance compared with other approaches, 76
properties of portfolios, 76

Michaud resampling, 57, 369
to deal with instability, 454

microstructural noise, 248
minimum covariance determinant, 254

definition of, 267
description of, 267

minimum volume ellipsoid, 254
definition of, 255
description of, 254
detailed algorithm to implement, 256
example of, 258
intuition behind, 255
location estimator, 255
scatter estimator, 255

minimum-variance portfolio, 428
Minsky theory, 32
Modern Portfolio Theory, 53

as direct mean-variance optimization, 56
links with Michaud resampling, 57

basic results, 56
beta formulation, 65
derivation

from utility function, 58
from utility mazimization, 56
in simplest setting, 57
when riskless asset is available, 62
with budget constraint, 60
with linear constraints, 59, 67

different interpretations of, 56
importance of diversification in, 55
link between risk and return in, 55
links with CAPM, 64
logical underpinnings, 56
stochastic discount factor, 69

moment matching, 385
Monte Carlo for Bayesian nets, 197

improvements on naive implementation, 199
weighted scheme, 199

Monte Carlo simulation, 377, 420, 425
for different values of k
how to avoid, 390, 393

multi-valued variables, 133

No-Constraints Theorem, 128, 149
for multi-valued variables, 134
importance of, 132
proof of, 129

No-Too-Good-Deal approach, 318
node, 109

Boolean, multi-valued or continuous-valued, 141
noisy AND, 176, 179, 182, 183

noisy at-least-r-of-n, 179
noisy OR, 176, 179, 182, 183

worked example, 184
normality of market conditions, 243, 244, 247

conditional and unconditional interpretation, 243
estimates in, 247

normalization factor
definition of, 308
uncertainty in, 308, 309

NP-hardness, 147
numerical approximations, 425
numerical techniques, 401

Occam’s principle, 37
Occam’s razor, 166
ontological relationshpis

constrasted with epistemic, 17
opinion pooling, 96
optimal portfolio weights

sensitivity to expected return, 72
optimal weights

sensitivity of to changes in expected returns, 361
optimization

from normal-times to full, 391
normal-times, 390
of allocation weights, 376
of variance

for a given expected return, 454
for a given expected return linked to risk

aversion, 454
over k

using Maximum Entropy, 381
over weights

approximation, 384
for different values of k, 389
in the general case, 377
with budget and non-negativity constraints,

380
with concentration constraints, 381

using trigonometric method, 380
Doust method, 395

ordering, 118
for burglar alarm example

awkward, 119
extremely awkward, 121
natural, 119

of variables, 116
outliers, 39

P&L distribution
in realistic case, 234

parent, 109, 116
path, 124
payoff, definition, 23
phase transitions

and precursors, 45
plan of the book, 10
Plato, 55
portfolio, definition, 24
portfolio management

as a process, 9
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power laws, 44
examples of, 46
generating mechanisms, 45
links with critical behaviour, 44
links with statistical mechanistic and phase

transitions, 45
power utility function, 351
precursors, 38
predecessors, 116, 119

minimal set of, 117
price-sensitive events, 386
private valuation, 316, 328, 330–332

for the market portfolio, 336
sanity checks for, 333

Ramsey equation, 354
derivation of, 354

regime shifts, 34
Resampling approach, see Michaud approach, 75
results for optimal allocation, 420

with logarithmic utility function, 420
with power utility function, 421

revealed preferences, 344
risk aversion, 343, 452, 453, 461

absolute, 345
constant, 346
decreasing, 346
hyperbolic, 347
increasing, 346

aggregate, 66
coefficient of

effect on allocation stability, 460
empirical estimate of, 349
links to marginal utility of consumption, 355
with Bayesian uncertainty, 360

effect on stability of optimal allocation, 451
links with marginal utility of wealth, 345
market’s, 331
relative, 345

constant, 346
decreasing, 346
increasing, 346

sensitivity of optimal allocations to, 421
risk aversion

aggregate and link between expected return and
covariance, 66

role in CAPM, 65
coefficient of

effective in Bayesian-uncertainty case, 363
effictive in the case of ambiguity aversion, 366

risk factors
excited

dependence between, 302
non-excited

dependence between, 302
non-excited and excited

dependence between, 303
risk premia

role in CAPM, 65
Robust Decision-Making, 367
Robust Decision-Making Theory, 461

robust optimization, 367, 368
definition of, 367

robustness
link to increase in risk aversion, 367

roots, 109

satisficing, 368
screening, 114, 115, 117
self-organized criticality

examples of, 46
sensitivity

of optimal allocation
to expected returns, 401

of optimal allocation
to combined uncertainty, 447
to uncertain conditional probability tables, 436
to uncertain conditional probability tables –

analytic, 436
to uncertain expected returns, 441
to uncertain inputs, 434
to uncertain stressed returns, 442
with high risk aversion, 447

of optimal allocations
to uncertain expected returns, 453

sensitivity analysis, 8, 133, 149, 453
in realistic case, 235
links with No-Constraints Theorem, 149
step-by-step procedure, 149

Sharpe Ratio, 318, 428
link to variance of stochastic discount factor,

318
shifts in mean, and structural breaks, 35
shrinkage, 275

for covariance matrices, 280
strengths and limitations of, 276

sink, 109
skewness of portfolio returns

importance of, 425
spliced distribution, 375

approximated by Guassian distribution, 385
splicing of normal and exceptional distributions, 295

worked example, 305
stability

of allocations, 57
and Michaud resampling, 57

of optimal allocation weights, 11
of optimal weights, 71

Stein estimator
for expected returns, 275

stochastic discount factor, 329
derivation in CAPM, 66
in a CAPM world, 331

derivation of, 335
in CAPM, 69

stress scenario
specification of, 206

structural breaks, 34, 38
and diversification, 35
and shifts in mean, 35
definition, 34
importance of, 35
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Student-t distribution, 272
copula, 279

algorithm for, 282

tail hedges, 6
tail scenarios, 6
tangent portfolio, 317, 428
terrorist attack, 151
time invariance

and projection horizon, 50
total moments, first, 439
transmission channel, 136, 140, 296
truncated exponential distribution, 310

expression for, 314
first two moments of, 314

truncated Gaussian distribution, 310
expression for, 314
first two moments of, 315

truncation, 409
truth table, 106

for n = 3, 106
two-fund theorem, 62
two-period economy, 344

uniform distribution, 150
utility

analytical representation of, 345
calibrated to risk and ambiguity aversion, 458
expected maximization of, 343

representation of preferences in terms of, 344
logarthmic, 349
near-linearity of reasonably calibrated, 452
power, 348, 355, 377, 447, 461
quadratic, 350, 456

calibrated to risk aversion, 456
utility function

curvature of, two roles, 354

in Markowitz’s approach, 56
logarithmic, 423, 425
one-switch, 347
power, 366
two-period, time- and state-separable, 328

utility functions, reduced-form, 343, 350
utility maximization, 9, 375

approximation to, by expanding power utility
function, 385

definition of problem, 297
Gaussian approximation to, 384

utility theory
empirical evidence for, 348
problems and remedies, 353
problems with

calibration in the small and in the large, 354,
357

neglect of ambiguity aversion, 354, 358
risk aversion and marginal utility of wealth, 354

rationality of, 347

Value-at-Risk, 370
Conditional, 369, 370
constraints on, 369
Mean, 370

variance of portfolio returns
importance of, 427

volatilities
after culling, 409
before culling, 407

volatility risk premium, 322

Wald’s decision rule, 359
weight expansion, 428

accuracy of approximation, 428
intuition behind, 429

economic cost of of approximation, 429
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